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ABSTRACT 
The inverse of a Toeplitz matrix T, can be represented in different ways by 
Gohberg-Semencul-type formulas as the sum of products of upper and lower triangu- 
lar Toeplitz matrices. If we have given such a formula, we can solve every equation 
T,x = b in O(n log n) steps. There are three main questions arising with such 
representations of 7",-1: (1) which special inear equations can be solved in order to 
get generating vectors for Gohberg-Semencul-type formulas, (2) which algorithm we 
want to apply to solve these questions, and (3) which special Gohberg-Semencul-type 
formula we want to use for evaluating T,-lb. In this paper we present an elementary 
approach to derive all Gohberg-Semencul-type formulas. Then we introduce repre- 
sentations of T~-1 with special properties. In particular we prove that there exists a 
Gohberg-Semencul-type formula such that the generating vectors are pairwise orthog- 
onal. Finally, based on the previous results, we give new fast and stable algorithms for 
soMng linear Toeplitz systems that can be used to compute generating vectors for 
Gohberg-Semencul-type formulas. In the case of a breakdown or near-breakdown in 
the kth step, the new method introduces a perturbation i the kth entry t k of T n 
such that the perturbed submatrix 7~k is well conditioned. By using the Sherman-Mor- 
rison-Woodbury formula it is possible to recover the original problem as soon as the 
corresponding submatrix Tk+ r is again nonsingular. © 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. 
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The solution of linear equations 
T .x  =b (1) 
with a Toeplitz matrix T n = (t i_,)~ ,_ 0 appears in many applications ( ee e.g. 
[4]). If (1) must be solved for moretlaen one right-hand side b, then usually a 
Gohberg-Semencul-type formula is determined that expresses T~ -1 as the 
sum of products of upper and lower Toeplitz matrices. It is possible to derive 
such a representation bysolving one or two special inear equations. Given a 
Gohberg-Semencul-type formula, we get the solution of any equation (1) in 
O(n log n) flops by using the fast Fourier transform. For positive definite Tn, 
the original Gohberg-Semencul formula [2, 14] that is related to the linear 
equations Tn x = e 0 and T, y = e n is always well defined. In the general case 
it fails if the first entry of x is zero. But then other Gohberg-Semencul-type 
formulas (see e.g. [20]) based on other generating vectors can be used. 
Gohberg-Semencul-type formulas are only a special case of displacement 
representations for the inverse of a given matrix relative to a special displace- 
ment operator. There also exist generalizations of the Gohberg-Semencul 
formula based on other displacement operators (see [1, 3, 13]). For matrices 
with low displacement rank, the inverse can be fully described by a low-rank 
matrix. This matrix can be determined by solving a few special linear 
equations. Based on special basis vectors for this matrix, one can derive 
representations like the Gohberg-Semencul formula. This paper deals only 
with the classical displacement operator, but we believe that it is possible to 
get similar results also for the general case. 
There are mainly three aspects connected with Gohberg-Semencul formu- 
las: 
(a) which Gohberg-Semencul-type formula should be used, 
(b) which special linear equations (1) should be solved to derive an 
explicit expression for this formula, and 
(c) what kind of algorithm should be applied to compute these special 
solutions. 
In this paper we first consider T, as a matrix with low (classical) displacement 
rank (see [21]), and determine all possible displacement representations of 
T~ -1 by solving four linear equations in T~. In view of the further special 
properties of Tn, it is well known that this number can be reduced to two, 
and in the symmetric ase to one. In an elementary way, we derive a full 
description of all possible Gohberg-Semencul-type formulas and show how to 
switch between different formulas. 
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Later on we discuss different linear equations that lead to generating 
vectors for computing T,~ -1. Then we look for representations of Tt~ 1 with 
special properties. In particular, we prove that there exists a Gohberg-Semen- 
cul-type formula such that the generating vectors are pairwise orthogonal. 
Finally, we derive new fast and stable algorithms for computing enerat- 
ing vectors of Gohberg-Semencul-type formulas by sol~Sng special linear 
equations (1). In the case of a breakdown or near-breakdown in the kth step, 
the new method introduces a perturbation i the k th entry t k of T n such that 
the perturbed matrix Tk is well conditioned. Then we switch to generating 
vectors for another Gohberg-Semencul-type formula. By using the Sherman- 
Morrison-Woodbury formula it is possible to recover the generating vectors 
for the original problem as soon as the corresponding unperturbed submatrix 
Tk+ r is nonsingular. 
The methods developed in Section 1 give an elementary proof of all 
Gohberg-Semencul-type formulas and are furthermore applicable to compute 
all displacement-rank representations of A -1 for any matrix A of low 
displacement rank. 
The paper is intimately connected to the book of Heinig and Rest [20]. 
Also, the presented algorithms can be seen as numerically stable generaliza- 
tions of the basic algorithms in [20]. 
1. DISPLACEMENT-RANK REPRESENTATIONS FOR T,~ -I 
Let us denote a general (n + 1) × (n + 1) Toeplitz matrix by 
T~(t . . . . . .  t l ; to ; t _  1 . . . . .  t ~) := (t,_j)i'*,j=o 
I 
t o t _  1 " '"  t n 
t l  to 
in " t -1 
t t 1 t o 
A symmetric Toeplitz matrix is given by Tn(t o . . . . .  t , )  := Tn(t . . . . . .  tl; to; t~, 
• . .~  in ) .  
The Toeplitz structure can be generalized in the following way. Let us 
denote a lower triangular Toeplitz matrix L n connected with a vector 
x = (x  o . . . . .  xn) T by 
L . (x )  := T~(x . . . . . .  Xl; xo;O . . . . .  0), 
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and an upper triangular Toeplitz matrix by 
Un(X) := L (o  . . . . .  0; x0; xl . . . . .  x° ) .  
Then a matrix A of positive displacement rank a+ = k is given by (see [21]) 
k 
A n = y" L~))U,~J ) 
j= l  
with lower and upper triangular Toeplitz matrices. Similarly, a matrix with 
negative displacement rank o~ = k can be defined by exchanging L and U. 
Note that Toeplitz matrices have a displacement rank less or equal to two in 
view of 
T n =L* I+ I*U=I*L+ U* I  
with L the lower part of T n and U the upper part. The diagonal elements of 
L and U can be chosen to be t o and 0. We will consider mainly Toeplitz 
matrices with exact displacement rank two; thus for Sections 1-4 we exclude 
the case that T, is an upper or lower triangular matrix. 
First let us recall some well-known results on matrices with low displace- 
ment rank. With Z := T,,(0 . . . . .  1;0;0 . . . . .  0) the lower shift matrix, the 
displacement rank of a matrix A is given by 
a+(A)  = rank( A - ZAZ r )  
For the following let us define 
A+ (A)  := A - ZAZ T 
and ~_ (A)  = rank(A - Z rAZ) .  
and a (a )  := a - Z AZ. 




A= EL(xj)U(yj) ¢* A+(A)  = Y '~x jy f  
j= l  j= l  
Or_  OL _ 
A = ~_. U( Jx j )L ( Jy j )  ~ A (A)= ~ xyy f  
j=a j= l  
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for some xj, yj ~ ~. Here, J is the eounteridentity defined by Ji,j = 3,, + 1 - j . j  
for i , j  = 0 . . . . .  n, and T, -T = jT ,~I j ,  because T, and T,~ 1 are persymmetric 
(see [5]). 
I f  A is nonsingular then a+(A)  = a_ (A  1) and a_(A)  = a+(A  -1)  
[21]. To prove this it suffices to note that 
rankA+(A)  = rank[ / -  (A  1Z) (AZV) ]  
= rank[ / -  (AZT) (A -1Z) ]  = rank A_ ( A -1 ) .  (2) 
A similar approach can be used to characterize rangeA+(T,, 1) and 
range A+(T, 1) v in terms of the coefficients of T,, (see also [8]). In view of 
A (T, T) = T,7~ ' -  ZTT, fZ  = e . ( t _n  . . . . .  to) + ( t  . . . . . . .  t l ,0 ) re~,  (3) 
T = (0 . . . . .  0, 1), the nullspace of A_(T,, r )  is given by with e,~ 
kerA (T , ) r={(ao  . . . . .  a , _ l ,O)7"ao  t , +. . .  +an_ l t _ l  =0) .  
Now, as in (2), we see that 
kerA+ (T,, r) _ T~'Z ker A_ (T,,T). 
Because both subspaces are of exact dimension two, we can replace "' G " by 
" '= " in the above relation. Hence, 
V := rangea+(T~ -1) ± T,[Z kera_(T,,r), 
and we find two basis vectors for range A+ (T~ - l )  by 
x = T,~leo and z = T~-lr_ 
with ~'_ = (0, t _ ,  . . . . .  t_ l) r and e 0 = (1, 0 . . . . .  0) r. 
We can apply the same method to A+(Tn 1 ) and A_ (T,), which yields two 
basis vectors for V v := range A+(T,~-I) T of the form 
y = T,[7"eo and w = TnTT+ 
with ~'+ = (0, t . . . . . .  t l )  v. This proves our first theorem. 
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THEOREM 1. For any dis'placement-rank representation T~ l -- 
L(Ix)U(u 1) + L(lz)U(u z) of a nonsingular Toeplitz matrix of exact displace- 
ment rank 2, the vectors l 1, l z, u 1, u 2 satisfy 
ll, l 2 ~ span(x ,z )  =V and u 1,u 2 ~span{y ,w} =V r. (4) 
On the other hand, every matrix L(l l )U(u 1) + L(12)U(u 2) with (4) is 
equal to T, -1 if, in addition, for two linearly independent vectors A+(T,-1)u 
and A+(Tnl)V the relation 
(llU ~ + 12uT) (u ,v )  = A+(Tn l ) (u ,v )  (5) 
holds true. Any other Gohberg-Semencul-type formula provides us with other 
basis vectors for V and V T. For example, from the original equation given in 
[2] or [14] with x 0 4: 0, 
1 
Tn I = - - [ L . (x )V . (y )  -- L.(ZJy)Vn(Zlx)], (6) 
X 0 
we get V = span(x, ZJy) and Vv = span(y, Zjx). The vectors x and ZJy are 
not linearly independent if and only if 
T,~ leo = AZJT,~ V eo 
for a real number A, or--with (3)-- i f  and only if 
0 = (ZrTnZ)(Tn l Jeo)  = (T n - en(t,, ".. to) - ( t_  n .." t_ lO)Te~)T len 
=en --eneTen --zTT"_(eTZnleo) =xo(ZTT_). 
Thus for x 0 = 0, (6) is not defined, and the vectors x and ZJy are not 
linearly independent. 
In the same way (see [23] and [20]) 
rn  1 = [L . ( z ) t t . (Z Jx )  - L , , (x )V , , ( -e0  + z j z ) ]  (7)  
yields V = span(x, z) and V r = span(ZJx, --e o + ZJz). The formula (7) is 
always well defined, and the vectors x, z and ZJx, -e  o + ZJz are obviously 
pairwise linearly independent as long as T n has exact displacement rank 2. 
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Now we will use Theorem 1 to derive elementary proofs for (6) and (7). 
For example, let us show that the two-dimensional subspaees induced by (7) 
and by Theorem 1 are the same. To show this we only have to identify 
constants or, /3, y, and 8 such that 
Zjx = ay  +/3w and -e  0 +ZJz  = yy  + ~$w. (8) 
The solution of (8) is given by 
a = r~x  = w0,  /3 = -x0  = -y0 ,  
~, = - to  + .~z  = - to  + ~.~_w, * = -z0  = _yT ._ .  (9 )  
Here we can, for example, determine a and 13 by transforming (8) into 
TTzT-Te  n = cte o + /3r+. Multiplying this equation by Z T and using (3) 
yields /3, and the first component defines a. Furthermore, with YY0 = - 1 
- ~w0, the first entry in the second equation of (8), we obtain a8 - Y/3 = 
- 1. Therefore we can recover y and w from x and z via 
-8 y) 
(y  w)  =(Z jx  -e°+ZJz )  /3 -o~ " 
On the other hand, in view of ZJ = j z  7", we can derive x and z from 
Xo = Yo, zo = yrT_, ZTx = aJy +/3]w,  
ZTz = e n + y Jy  + 6]w. 
The same method can be applied to show that ZJy ~ span(x, z) = V and 
ZJx ~ span( y, w)  = V T. Hence, the subspaces induced by (6) are equal to 
the subspaces V and V r for x 0 4= 0. To prove that (6) and (7) are really 
representations of T,~ 1 it remains to consider (5) for two vectors with linearly 
independent image vectors under the mapping A+(T~-]). Here we can 
consider the two equations 
1 [ = T T ~X 
= - xy ,  - -x ( -eo  + ZJ ) leo  
X o 
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and 
1 
(to=o.) x + (~ - toXo) z = - [  xy T - ( z /y ) (Z lx ) ' ]  = a+ (~:  , )~  
XO 
= T:I'~_ - ZT: 'ZT~_ = ( toZo)X + (1 - toXo)Z. 
We can switch between different representations for 7,-x, and between 
different basis (or generating) vectors for V and V T. The relations between 
different representations can be derived similarly to (8) and (9). 
The subspaces induced by (7) always provide us with generating vectors 
for V and V r which can be computed by solving only two linear equations for 
x and z. Therefore, we will now determine all other vectors that lead to 
Gohberg-Semencul-type formulas in terms of x and z. In view of Theorem 1, 
all possible Gohberg-Semencul-type formulas are of the form 
a+(T . - ' )  = (x  + b=)E~,Z/x + a , ( -~o  + ZI~)] ~ 
+(ax  + z ) [c2Z Jx  + d2( -e  o + ZJz)]  ~" 
with constants a, b, c 1, c 2, d~, d 2, ab¢  1. The equation A+(T,~-a)e0 = x leads 
to 
-d~ - ad 2 = 1 and -bd  I - d 2 = O. 
Hence, d 1 and d 2 are uniquely determined by a and b, and are given by 
1 -b  
- - °  
dl = l -ab  and d2 = 1 -ab  
Similarly, A+(T,~-I)r_ yields the equations 
A(c ,  +ac2)  - B =toZ o and A(bc ,  + c2) = 1 - toX  o 
with 
A = x' /Z'~'_= e~.T~l (T .e .  - toe . )  = 1 - toXo 
and 
B = z~JZ~= ~5]~,? l (~e ,  - toe , )  = - toe~T:~ = - to~o.  
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Thus for A 4~ 0, c I and c 2 have to satisfy 
C 1 "4- ac 2 = 0 and bc 1 + c 2 = 1, 
and therefore 
-a  1 
el 1 - ab and c 2 1 - ab " 
In the case A = 0, A+(T~-I)~ -_ lies in the subspace generated by x. Hence,  
we replace ~- by another  vector that leads to a l inearly independent  
representat ion of the form (5). For  example, we get for j = 1 . . . . .  n 
A+(T~I )e j  : - ( zT je j _ l )X  .-1- (xT~]ej_l);5 
= X(C1 -1- aC2)xTJej 1 "q- z(bc1 + C2)xTJej-1 , 
which yields the same necessary condit ions for c 1 and c z. 
THEOREM 2 (See also [20, Proposit ion 1.3]). All Gohberg-Semencul - type 
formulas  fo r  a nonsingular Toeplitz matr ix wi th  exact displacement rank two 
are given by 
1 
[L . (x  + bz)U . ( -aZ Jx  + e o -- Z Jz )  
1 ab 
+L . (ax  + z )U . (Z Jx  - be o + bZJz)]  (i0) 
1 
1 - ab [Zn(x  3t- bz)Un(  y (  -aot  - ~/) -[- w(  -a [3  - B ) )  
+L.(ax + z)V.( y ( .  + by) - w( [3 + (11) 
fo r  ab # 1 wi th  ~, [3, T, ~ given by (9), and T,, x = e o, 7". z = 7_, T.ry = 
eo, T.Tw = "r+. 
For  a = b = 0 we get (7), and for b = 0, a = -Zo /X  o we get (6). For 
ab 4= 1 we def ine 
x b := x + bz = Tn-l(e0 + b~'_) and z a := ax + z = T~l (aeo  + ~_) .  
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This allows us to write all Gohberg-Semencul-type formulas in the form 
1 
T'~I 1 - ab [L" (xb)Un(e°  -- ZJza) - Ln (za)Un(be°  - ZJxb)]" (12) 
2. SPECIAL L INEAR EQUATIONS FOR GENERATING VECTORS 
To create Gohberg-Semencul-type formulas we first have to solve special 
linear eqhations to obtain representations for V and V~ (4). In this section we 
describe linear systems which provide us with linearly independent basis 
vectors for these subspaces. 
If  we compute x and y, we might fail if x 0 = 0 because x and y are not 
linearly independent and therefore do not provide us with the full informa- 
tion about V and V T. In the same way, the computation of x and T,~-len can 
be used, but might also fail for x, = 0 [12, 20]. 
Yet computing x and T,~l(eeo + r_ )  always leads to linearly independent 
vectors x and z (see [20, p. 17]). Thus, if T n is not known to be positive 
definite, this always provides us with the full information on V and V r. More 
generally, if we choose x b and z a linearly independent (1 4= ab), then we 
find T, -1 in the form of (11) and have full information on V and V T. 
It is also possible to find two other stable ways for deriving V and VT.. We 
compute w = T~Tr+, choose an e with v := ew o - t  o +wT'c_4=O, and 
solve T,, z, = ~e 0 + I-_. From this we get x directly via 
1 
x = - [w0(Ee  o + -r_) + ZJw - e0], 
P 
and therefore, also z, and thus V and V r. 
Similarly, from z and Tn-l(6e0 + q'+) with v .'= ez o - t o + zr r+~ 0 we 
can find w and y via 
1 
w = - [z0(ee  0 + r+)  + ZJw - e0]. 
/,i 
From the numerical point of view the methods described above behave 
very similarly. But for very ill-conditioned nonnormal problems it may be 
better to compute the four generating vectors x, z, y, "and w,  and use the 
second formula (11) of Theorem 2 instead of (10). 
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I f  we consider Tff r and transpose the resulting displacement-rank repre- 
sentation, we get dual representations for T~ -1. So, for example, x, z are dual 
to y ,w in this sense. With y = T~reo = JT~len and w = T,~-rr+ = jT,~Ijr+, 
we can determine Gohberg-Semencul-type formulas by computing (see [20]) 
T,~-Ien and  l/i) 
With T~ -1 = j T~r j ,  LU representations of T,7 r transform to UL repre- 
sentations of/1,-x and vice versa. 
In the symmetric ase we are interested in solving only one linear systems 
to get the full description of V and V r. For x 0 # 0 this is possible with 
x= T,~leo in view of y = T~reo =x.  Similarly, for t 0 -z r r4 :0  we can 
compute z and get with w = z the full description of T,~- 1. But both methods 
might fail. Let us denote by 7, := ee 0 + r and z~ := T£-l~',. Then, in order to 
only solve for z, and to obtain x antomatically, we have to choose • such that 
the symmetrically extended Toeplitz matrix T,,+ 1(to . . . . .  t , ,  •)  remains non- 
singular (see [20, 1.4]). I f - - fo r  example- - there  are given more coefficients 
t o . . . . .  t , ,  t ,  + 1 . . . .  and we know that the related matrices are all nonsingular, 
then the choice • = t,+ 1 guarantees that by solving only T,(lr, we get the 
full information on T,71 . 
3. GOHBERG-SEMENCUL-TYPE  FORMULAS WITH 
SPECIAL PROPERTIES  
I f  we have computed basis vectors for V and V r, we can represent T,~ -1 
by any Gohberg-Semencul-type formula (10). It is obvious that the generating 
vectors x + bz and ax + b, and in the same way the vectors -aZ Jx  + e o -- 
Zjz and ZJx -  be o + bZJ, have to be linearly independent. One way to 
guarantee this is to orthogonalize these vectors. 
THEOREM 3. Let T,, be a nonsingular Toeplitz matrix with exact dis- 
placement rank two. Then there exists a well-defined Gohberg-Semencul-type 
formula T~ 1 = L(l l )U(u 1) + L(12)U(u 2) such that the generating vectors are 





The orthogonality leads to two equations for a and b: 
(x  + bz ) r (ax  + z) = allx[I 2 + bllzll z + (1 + ab)xVz  = 0 
( ZJx - be o + bZJz ) V ( -aZ Jx  + e o -- ZJz ) 
- all~ll 2 - b - bll~ll ~ - (1 + ab)U~ = 0 
when ~ = (x 1 . . . . .  x . )  r and-= (z I . . . . .  z . )  T. This gives the first condition, 
b ~ - -a  
I lxll2~r~ - I I~ l l~xTz  
I lz l l2U~ - (1 + II~llZ)xTz 
XoU~ - z011~ll 2
= axo ~T~( 1 _ Zo 2) + XoZo(1 + II~llZ) " 
I f  the denominator is equal to zero, then the solution is given by 
a=0 and b 
xTz 
Ilzll 2" 
I f  the numerator is zero, then we obtain the solution 
b=0 and a 
X TZ 
Ilxll 2" 
Otherwise, we have a nontrivial quadratic equation for a of the form 
a2[x02(~TS) - XoZoIl~ll 2] + a[ll~ll2(1 -- Zo z) + Xo2(1 + II~llz)] 
+[~r~(1-z~)  +XoZ0(1 +llSl l2)] =aZa+a/3+ y=0 
with a + 0, 3' 4= 0, x o 4= 0, and discriminant D = /3 2 _ 4~3". Let us first 
consider the ease z o = 0. The inequality 11Y + x o ~11 >/0 yields 
O = I1~114 + x 4 + 2x~[l~ll 2 + x411~ll 4 + 2x0211~112 
+ 2x0211~11211~11 z - 4X02(~T~) 2
4 2x~ll~ll  2 + 2xo211~11 z ~ 3x 4 > 0, ~>xo + 
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and the quadratic equation has two real solutions a. If z 0 ~ 0, then we 
normalize T, by a factor such that z 0 = 1. In this case we get 
D = x~(1 + 1[£[[2) 2 - 4(Xo2~T~ - Xo[[f[[2)Xo(1 + [1£[[ z) 
= x~(, + ,~,~)(Xo ~+ IIXoZ - 2,~, ~) >~ ~g > o. 
Thus we also get two real solutions a. The same is then obviously true for the 
unnormalized matrix T,. Furthermore all real solutions a and b satisfy 
1 - ab # O, because otherwise 
1 
allxll 2 + l l lz l lZ + 2xTz  = - I l ax  + zll 2 = 0 
a a 
and x and z would not be linearly independent. 
Another possible choice for a and b is interesting if we want to bound the 
element size in the vectors l I, 12, Ul, and u 2 of the Gohberg-Semencul-type 
formula. We can- - fo r  example--determine a and b such that the sum of the 
norms 
1111112 + 11/211 e + Ilnlll 2 + Ilu2112 
is minimal. The solution to this problem is given by 
2£T£ + XoZ o 2£r£  + XoZ o 
a = - 211~11 z + x° 2 and b 211£[1 e + z~ + 1 
Likewise the sum of the Frobenius norms of the related matrices 
IIL(Z,)II~ + IIz(/~)ll~ + IIU(ul)ll~ +l lU(u=)l l~ 
is minimal for 
xT;5 xTz 
a - and b 
Ilxll 2 Ilzll 2 + 1" 
In both cases, 1 - ab > 0, and thus the corresponding Gohberg-Semeneul- 
type formulas are well defined. 
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Surprisingly, tho simplo ehoieo a = b - -0  gives very good numerical 
results. To find an explanation for this, let us consider x = Tnleo and 
z = T~l (~eo + r_)  for T n with IITnltl = 1. If we assume that the generating 
vectors x and z are nearly linearly dependent, hen we have 
~x + ,z  -- r~- l [ (a  + ,~)e0  + ~,~_] = v 
with )t 2 +/x  2 = 1 and Ilvlll ~ 1. We can multiply this equation by T n and 
obtain 
I1(~ + ~)e0  + ~_  II1 = liT.vii1 ~ Ilvlll. 
Thus 
~i - -  ~2 + ~ ~ Ilvlll and I~111r_lla ~ Ilvlll. 
Therefore x and z can be nearly dependent only in two cases: 
(a) /z is very small and a very large, or 
(b) ~'_ is near zero, which can happen only if T,, is nearly of displace- 
ment rank one. 
Let us analyze the second case for a = 0. We assume that T,, is nearly of 
displacement rank 1 but not ill conditioned. Then Ilzll = IIT,-lr II "~ 1 and 
the Gohberg-Semencul formula gives 
7", ~ = L (z )U(Z Jx )  - L (x )U(Z Jz )  + L (x ) ,  
where the two first terms are very small compared with the third term, which 
mainly represents T,, 1 nearly of displacement rank 1. 
Hence, in the general case for small values of or, x and z can be linearly 
dependent only if T,, is nearly of displacement rank 1. This shows that x and 
z are suitable basis vectors for the two-dimensional displacement subspace. 
For any analysis of the forward stability of these Gohberg-Semencul-type 
formulas ee [18]. 
4. SYMMETRIC GOHBERG-SEMENCUL-TYPE FORMULAS 
For symmetric T, the Gohberg-Semencul-type formula (6) for x 0 ~ 0 has 
the nice property that the resulting formula is also symmetric of the form 
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LL  T - uTu .  We want to characterize all symmetric Gohberg-Semencul-type 
formulas of this form. 
THEOREM 4. Let T, be a symmetr ic  nonsingular Toeplitz matrix o f  exact 
displacement rank two. Then all symmetr ic  Gohberg-Semencul-type formulas 
T~ 1 = +LL  T + uTu  are o f  the fo rm 
T,~ -1 = or[ /3Ln(x + bz )Un(x  + bz )  -4- TLn(ax  q- z )U . (ax  + z) ]  
with a satisfying 
t o -- zVT 
Z 0 
6:=aZx0 + 2az o + zr ' : - -  t o # 0, 
and the other parameters defined by 
ax o + Z o 
b= 
to - aZo - zTr ' 
1 
Ot ~ - -~ ,  /3= (t 0 -z r r -az0)  2, ~= -z~ +Xo(Z~- to ) .  
Proof. In order to find symmetric Gohberg-Semencul-type formulas, in 
view of Theorem 2, we have to consider the equations 
x + bz = A( -aZ Jx  + e o - Z j z ) ,  ax + z = i.t(ZJx - be o + bZJz ) ,  
which we solve for a, b, A,/z. This is equivalent to 
b = a(aXo + Zo), 1 = a(-aZo + to - zT~) 
and 
1 = ~(  -x0  - bz0) ,  a = g(z0  - bt0 + bzT~).  
First, let us note that, in view of (6), it is not possible that x 0 and z 0 both are 
equal to zero; otherwise Tn -1 would be singular. Also, z 0 = t o - zrT = 0 is 
not possible, because this would imply e o - ZJz = 0. Furthermore, the above 
equations how that z 2 + xo(t o - zVr) # O, because otherwise ZJx - be o + 
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bZJz = 0 for b = -Xo /Z  o. There fore  we can solve the above equat ions and 
obtain 
ax o + z o 1 az o - t o + zTr 
b= , A= , / z= , 




X(1 - ab) . (1  - ab) 
- -  o tT .  
In order  to avoid 1 - ab = 0 we have to choose a such that a2Xo + 2az o + 
zTT-- to 5a O. • 
The most interest ing eases of  this theorem are 
z 0 1 
a=0,  b ~-  - -  ~=(to -Zr , )  2 
t o - -  zTT  ' t o - -  zTr '  
for z~ " - t o 4: 0, and 
z o 1 1 
a -  b=0,  a= /3 -  
Xo ' to - zrr  + Z2o/Xo ' a 2 
for x o 4: 0. 
Analogously to Theorem 4, we can derive another  type of  symmetr ic  
Gohberg-Semencu l - type  formulas. 
THEOREM 5. For a symmetr ic  nonsingular Toeplitz matrix o f  exact 
displacement rank two there exists a symmetr ic  Gohberg-Semencul-type 
formula 
T [  1 = LU + UrL  r 
i f  and only i f  D := ZZo + xo(t o - zTr) > O. 
The proof  is straightforward and therefore omitted.  
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5. A FAST AND STABLE ALCORITHM FOR SOLVINC 
TOEPL ITZ  SYSTEMS 
185, 
We now discuss the choice of an algorithm for solving the linear equations 
that are needed for building Gohberg-Semencul-type formulas (10). The aim 
of the algorithm is to compute for a given nonsingular Toeplitz matrix T n the 
generating vectors for V and V T recursively, as fast and stably as possible. We 
want to use the recurrence between the generating vectors x k, y k, and z k 
for the submatrices Tk, k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n, that is described in [20, p. 56]. Only 
in the case of a breakdown of these formulas do we have to introduce jumps 
over the related near-singular submatrices Tk+ 1 . . . . .  Tk + r - l  of T,. To cure 
these breakdowns we perturb the next entry t k + 1 to t'k +1 such that the new 
matrix 7~k+j is nonsingular. We continue to compute generating vectors for 
the perturbed matrices 7~k+j and check whether the unperturbed Tk+ j is 
nonsingular. In that case we jump back to the original recursion of the 
unperturbed matrix. Here, it is important hat we can continue with the basic 
recurrence as soon as Tk+ r is not near-s ingular--we do not assume that 
Tk+r+ 1 is nonsingular as well. Hence our new algorithm can be seen as a 
numerically stable and fast generalization of the algorithm described by 
Heinig and Rost in [20]. 
Let us first recall that the basic recurrence quations in [20] for the case 
that all submatrices of T,, are nonsingular. For x = (x l . . . . .  xk) T we define 
= .IX = (X k . . . . .  X1 )T ,  the vector with entries in reversed order. Set 
Zk xk = Co, Zk Zk = T k_= 
t -k -1  
t_ 1 
Z~'yk ~ eo ' tk+l I k r~w k ~ T+ 
Then for the recursion (x k, yk) ___) (xk+ 1, yk+l)  we have the formulas 
xk l i 1 k k - w -k , (13) 
- -  W 0 Z 0 
- (14) 
1 - w 0 z 0 
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and for the recursion (x k, z k) --+ (x k+~, z k+l) 
(o (z,) xk+l= rkr~ k°- t o -1  ' (15) 
+ 
zk+' = (Ok) -- (Tkrzk -- t_k_2)xk+l (16) 
for k = 1, 2 . . . . .  n - 1 with [compare the equations (9)] 
w0 ~ -~'-~ w~(O),  Zo ~ ~ =~(o)  
w~ ,T ~ Tyw~ ~ # w~ z~ ~'~.  =r+z = =Zw,  = - t0 ,  .=  (17) 
The (x, y)-based formulas (13) and (14) have the advantage that they take 
only two inner products for w0 k and z0 k, but the disadvantage that a 
breakdown occurs if T k 1 or Tk+ 1 is singular. The recurrence (15), (16) takes 
three inner products for w0 k, w k,. and z~.,. but breaks down only if Tk+ 1 is 
singular. Thus we are interested in using mainly (13) and (14), but sometimes 
we may switch between the two recurrences in order to avoid unnecessary 
breakdowns. These switches are based on the following formulas (see [20, p. 
56]): For (x k, y~) --+ z k we can use 
=~= ~(=o~ ~ - zoo), ( i s )  
and for z k -+  yk + l 
1(_1) 
yk+, w~-  t o S k " (19) 
Furthermore, similar to (8), the equation 
-e0  + zJ= k = (w~ - t0)y  ~ - z0~w k
yields 
Zo ~=0 ~ ,c- ~- to+O 
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and 
- (w~ - to)Xko = 1 -ZoWo k (20) 
Therefore (13), (14) can break down only if x0 k = 0 or if (15), (16) breaks 
down. In particular, for w~-  t o = 0 there holds 1 = ZokW0k and hence 
z0 k # 0. Thus, if in (15), (16) a breakdown occurs [ wkz - to = 0, and also (13), 
(14) are not defined], then z0 k is not equal to 0, and in view of (17) we can 
k ~z k t o 4= 0 by changing the original entry t k + 1 to some force t~ - t o = "r+ - 
other suitably chosen tk+l- Note that then also 1 -  k ^ k ZoW o ~ O, and the 
breakdown in (13), (14) is also cured. 
In the same way, if (13), (14) breaks down with x0 k = 0, then with (20) 
z0 k ~ 0, and in view of (17) we can force 1 - w o^ k Zok = 1 - (rk+ TXk)Zko to be 
nonzero by changing t k + 1. Hence we are able to define nonsingular exten- 
sions Tk + 1 . . . . .  Tk + r o f  Z k for which both recurrences are well-defined also 
in the near-breakdown case by i:eplacing the entries t k + 1 . . . . .  tk ÷ r. 
Now, in every step we check whether the original matrix T k + r is nonsin- 
gular, and so we switch from the generated vectors £k+r and Ok+r of the 
perturbed problem to the original vectors x k+r and z k+~. Note that we 
cannot compute yk+r, because Tk+r_ 1 will be ill conditioned. From 
(x k+ ~, z k+r) we can compute (x  k+r÷ l yk+~+ 1), and continue with the basic 
recurrence (13), (14), or, if again a breakdown occurs, we change tk+ r+l and 
continue with a new perturbed problem based on (£k+r+ 1, ~k+r+l). Thus 
the main recurrence is of the form (13), (14), and only in the step directly 
after a breakdown do we use (15) and (19). 
To derive the unperturbed vectors (x  k+~, z k+~) we apply the Sherman- 
Morrison-Woodbury formula 
^ (O)Gk-+lr(Ar 0 ) 7~k-+~r (21) Tk+lr = (Tk+r  "4- /~)-I = Tk+lr- ~klr Ir 
~th 
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and 
Ar 
f ^ tk+ 1 -- tk+ 1 ^ 
= ] tk+z tk+2 
~ tk+r tk+r 
0 
tk+l -- t'k+l 
• " 0 ^ }. 
• .. tk+ 1 -- tk+ l
The matrix Gk+ ~ can be characterized by employing the Gohberg-Semencul 
formula for/~k-+lr in terms of fk+~ = x and 0 k+~ = y with 
(lr O)Tklr(IO ) =('r 0) (L IU  ] -Z2U2)(Olr) 
=L, ( l : r , l : r )U l ( l : r , k  + l : k  +r )  
- L2( l : r , l : r )U2( l : r , k+ l : k+r ) .  (23) 
Hence, we can compute for example Gk+ ~b for any vector b in O(r log r) 
operations. To decide whether T k + r is not ill conditioned, we can check the 
QR decomposition for Gk+ r. If Gk+ r is near-singular, we choose a new 
tk+r+t and compute (3~ k+r+l, Ok+r+l). We always try to choose the new 
element equal to the original tk+r+l, and if this is not possible, we force 
]/k+r+l 1 or 1 ,k+r+l k+r+l = 1. = -- W0 gO 
If G k+ r is not ill conditioned, we have to jump back to the nonsingular 
original matrix Tk+ r" This matrix has near-singular submatrices, and therefore 
we use x and z instead of x and y in order to characterize Tk+~r. First we 
obtain ~k+,- by (18), which needs one additional inner product. Then we 
compute 
0)Gklr( mr 0 )( 7~ k+r ~k +r) T~+lr(eo, zk_+r) = ( ;k +,-, ~k+r) _ ~]~ I~ 
(~k+r ~k+r)__ ~klr((uO)~(~)O)), 
To find the vectors u r and v,. we multiply two vectors by the small triangular 
Toeplitz matrix A r and solve two linear equations with the nonsingular r x r 
matrix Gk+ r. Then we need special solutions of /~k+ra = b that can be 
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computed recursively by (see [20, p. 60]). 
am = ( am - t 
0 ) -JO''[(~':'-')~am-' bin]" 
In our ease the vector b has k + 1 leading zeros, and therefore the first 
iterates are zero. This leads to the recursions 
~k = 0k+l ' + J + j -1  __ Ur ( j ) ]  ' 
(24) 
~k = Ok ~jk+J = (t/Ik+j-1) +1, 0 -- JOk+J[(~'ko+J-l)T~jk+J ' -- t)r( j )]  
(25) 
fo r j  = 1 . . . . .  r. Then we get the new generating vectors for Tk+ ~ by 
(xk+r,  zk+r) = (~k+r,  ~k+r) __ (c]~k+r, i~lk+r). (26) 
Now we have to compute a new pair (x,y) at level k +r+ 1 from 
(x k+r, zk+r). For x k+r+l we use (15), which also shows whether Tk+r+ 1 is 
singular or not. The vector y k + r+l results from (19) without using additional 
inner products. Moreover, from (20) we obtain w0 k+r without using further 
inner products. Hence at every step the algorithm takes two inner products 
plus two SAXPYs of size k for computing the general vectors, and in the case 
of a breakdown we need two additional inner products plus two SAXPYs of 
size k + 1, k + 2 . . . . .  k + r for updating ~b and ~b. 
Note, that in view of (22) and (23), Gk+ j is a leading principal submatrix 
of Gk+j+ 1. Hence, we can update these matrices in O(j log j )  operations at 
every iteration. Furthermore, we can update the QR decomposition for Gk+ j 
in O(j  2) at every step (see e.g. [15]). Hence for everyj, j = 1 . . . . .  r, we have 
additional costs of O(j 2) for computing Gk+ j and updating its QR decompo- 
sition. In the last step the computation of u r and v r takes O(r log r) 
operations plus O(r 2) operations for solving the linear equations in Gk+ r 
with the already determined QR decomposition. The total additional cost 
until a nonsingular Tk+ r is reached is therefore O(r  3) in every breakdown 
case plus the costs for the updates (24) and (25). 
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I f  T~+ ~+, again is near-singular, then we again have a breakdown, and we 
compute ~k+r+l and jk+r+!  using (15), (19), and (20), after perturbing 
Tk+ r+ t, in order to get a nonsingular matrix Tk+r+ 1. 
I f  t o = 0, then the algorithm starts with a breakdown. Therefore in this 
case we set x = z = [ ], w~ - t o = 0, and begin with the breakdown case. 
BASIC ALGORITHM. 
Input :  t_n,  . . . ,  to, . . . ,  tn, epl ,  
Output :  (x ,  y )  or (x, z), generating vectors for Gohberg-Semencul-type 
formulas. 
Initialization: 
I f  Ito[ > epl:  Set x = y = 1/ t  o, w o = t lx ,  z o = t _ ly ,  m = 1 - WoZ o, 
k=0 
If Itop ~< epl:  Set x = y = [ ], m = 0, k = -1  
Repeat until finished: 
(a) I f  Iml > epl:  (Nonsingular step) 
compute (x ,  y )  according to (13), (14), or according to (15), (19); 
compute Wo, Zo, m= 1-W0Zo;  set k=k + 1;if k=n - 1; fin- 
ished; 
(b) I f  ]ml ~ epl:  (Singular step) 
(~1)  I f k  = -1 :  Set to =01 =x= -1 ,  r=2;  
(a2)  If  k >~ O: Set t = (t o . . . . .  tk), r = 2; 
compute (£, 01) (13-14) with tk+l = (m - 1 ) /XoZ o + tk+ 1, w o 
= w 0 + x0(t'k+ 1 - tk+~); or 
compute (~, Yl) (15), (19) with t'k+l = (1 - m)/z  o + tk+ 1, w o 
= We + Xo(i'k+l - tk+l); 
Repeat until nonsingular: 
Compute We, Zo, m = 1 - W0Zo; 
(1) I f  Iml > epl:  tk+r = tk+r, compute (~, Yr) with (13), (14); 
(2) I f  Iml ~< epl: compute (~, Jr) using (13), (14) with tk+r = (m 
- 1) /xoz  o + tk+ r, and set m = 1, w 0 = w o + ~0(tk+r -- tk+r); 
Compute or update G from (3~, Yr) with (23), (22), and its QR 
decomposition G = QR; 
(i) I f  R is ill-conditioned, : r = r + 1, singular; 
(ii) I f  R is not ill-conditioned: compute ~ with (18); 
Set (u r, v r) = G 1Ar((~, £)(1 : r)); 
~b = ~0 = 0k+i; compute q~, ~b with (24), (25), using the last 
Y l . . . . .  Yr, and (x, z) with (26); 
Set k = k + r, if k = n - 1: finished; 
m = (tk+ 2 . . . . .  to) , w o = - - ;  nonsingular. 
- -  ZO 
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Note that m is def ined in two di f ferent ways, m = 1 - w 0 z 0 or m = w_ 
- t 0, depend ing  on the formula that is used for comput ing  (x,  y). 
The  numer ica l  examples are taken from [10]. We consider  Toepl i tz  
matrices of  the form T = T O + •T  1 where  the entr ies of  T 1 are randomly 
distr ibuted in [0, 1] and T O is given as the coeff ic ients of  the Taylor expansion 
of 
1 3 6 
f( Z)  18 + 1-z  3 + 1--------U 
24 48 96 
+ 
1 _ ~'y24 1 - -  ~ '48  1 - ~~~6 • 
The submatr iees of  d imension 51 . . . . .  57 are exactly singular, whi le all other  
submatr ices are well  condit ioned.  The  second example is given by 7",(•) with 
t o = e, t j=  1 /2 J ,  j = 1 . . . . .  n. 
Here  for E = 0 every third submatrix is exactly singular. 
We apply our algor i thm for d i f ferent values of  e and display the relative 
error  r = I l x -  T-leoll/llxll in Table 1. ep l  is chosen to be 0.01, For  
• = 0.01 there occurred no breakdown in v iew of  ep l  = 0.01, but  for all 
other  values of  • the algorithm made a jump from step 51 to 58. 
For  the example in Table 2 the algor i thm had a jump of height  2 every 
third step. I f  we compare  these results with the relative errors for the 
look-ahead Bareiss algorithm given in [10], we see that our relative errors are 




ERROR FOR EXAMPLE 1 WITH DIFFERENT VALUES OF 
1.0E -- 02 1.2E -- 13 
1.0E -- 04 6.6E -- 13 
1.0E -- 06 4.4E -- 13 
1.0E -- 08 7.5E -- 13 
1.0E -- 10 3.9E -- 13 
1 .0E-  12 5.5E -- 13 
1 .0E-  14 3.6E -- 13 
0.0S + 00 7.2E -- 13 
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TABLE2 
REST IVE  ERROR FOR E~MPLE 2 W~H E = 10E - -  14 
n+l  r 
15 3.11E -- 15 
30 3.94E -- 15 
60 1.08E -- 14 
120 9.87E -- 14 
240 4.19E -- 13 
480 1.18E -- 12 
We can consider different variations of  the basic algorithm: 
0. To avoid too large jumps we can bound r by a number rmax, save all 
occurring minimal singular values of G k + r, and define r by choosing T k + r to 
be the most nonsingular matrix compares with T k + 1 . . . . .  Tk + . . . . .  • 
1. We can always use the more stable formulas (15), (16), which causes 
additional costs of  one inner product per step. 
2. We can use the more stable Gohberg-Semencul-type formula in 
terms of x and z; if not used in connection with item 1, this takes one 
additional inner product for the computation of z at every singular step. 
3. We can use other criteria for defining t'k + r in the case of breakdown. 
4. We can try to get further information on the condition of T k + r, e.g. 
by using the breakdown criteria in [20, p. 103], or any other criteria [11, 10]. 
5. In the basic algorithm we replace tk+ 1" Similarly, we can perturb 
t -k -  1, which leads to a representation 
0 " 
I f  a breakdown occurs, then we have ZoW o = 1; for small w o we apply the 
basic scheme, but for small z 0 we prefer to change the upper right comer  of 
Tk+ 1. To jump back to Tk+ r we have to use (~k+r, 0~+r) ~ (t~k+~, 0k+r) 
__. (wk+r, yk+r) ~ (xk+r+l, yk+r+l) using the formulas dual to (15), (16), 
and (19): 
1 k 
x"~-  -1 ( -1 )  
,k to t~k • ~tc  
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Instead of (23), we get a similar formula for G k + r by exchanging 1 : r and 
k + 1 : k + r. Furthermore, we have to solve equations of the form 
= o ' 
using the recurrence 
am = (ao-1) - - J~m[( '~m-] )Ta  m 1 -bin] 
with b = (0 ~r) r and multiplying the result by J. 
Obviously, we can solve every further linear equation using the basic algo- 
rithm by including a recursin of the form (24). 
In the symmetric ase we can change the basic algorithm in order to save 
inner products and saxPrs. First note that in nonsingular steps the recursion 
in x and y reduces to one recursiorr in x. I f  no breakdown occurs, the total 
costs are 2.5n 2 + O(n) operations for the recurrence (13). But the case of 
breakdown can be treated in two different ways: 
(a) We apply the same procedure as in the unsymmetric case, and in the 
end jump back to the nonsingular matrix Tk+ r by computing ~k+r __, ~k+r 
zk+~ ~ xk+r+ 1. This results in small-rank perturbations, but we have to 
update both x and y at every step. In the singular step from k to k + r we 
have two inner products and two saxPYs of size k + 1 . . . . .  k + r for x and y, 
and in addition one inner product and one saxpY of size k + 1 . . . . .  k + r for 
the recurrence to compute z k+ r. 
(b) We use symmetric perturbations of the form t'k+r = t'-k-r" Then in 
every step we have a rank-2 perturbation and a recursion only in ~. Now we 
have to compute 
0 A4). 
Here we apply both symmetric Gohberg-Semencul-type formulas for T-1 in 
X, 
L(  x )U(  x ) - L(Zjx)U(Z]x) 
= [ jL (x ) J l [ ju (x ) j ]  - [ ]L (z jx ) j ] [ ju (z ]x ) j ] .  
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Furthermore, we have a perturbed veetor ~r_ k+r and therefore we employ the 
recursion (24) in order to get Tk-+lr~-_ k+~. Finally, we solve one linear equation 
of the form 
Cur/  At°/0r ^-1 0 _]_ ]T~l r  
t) r 
which can be treated like (24). This allows us to compute zk + r. Thus, in the 
singular case we have four inner products and four SAX]'YS of size k + 
1 . . . . .  k + r in order to get xk+r, fk-+l~r_k+~, and z k+~. If Tk+ ~ and Tk+~+ 1 
are both well conditioned, we can save one chain of inner products and of 
shxPYs by treating Tk+ r as in the singular case, and then jumping directly 
back from 7~ k+r+l  to  X k+r+l .  
Hence for symmetric T, it is faster to introduce an unsymmetric perturbation 
in the breakdown case and to use method (a). 
The method described here is only one member of a whole family of 
algorithms based on the same idea. By considering other basic recurrences 
than (13), (14) or (15), (16), different schemes can be derived. If no 
breakdown occurs, then the total costs for the basic recurrence (13) (14) in 
the nonsymmetric case are 5n 2 + O(n) arithmetic operations. In the follow- 
ing section we try to find related algorithms with less cost. 
6. THE RELATION TO THE LEVINSON ALGORITHM 
The basic recurrences for updating enerating vectors proposed in [20] do 
not include the equations based on z and w. We will give a short derivation 
of these formulas and compare the resulting recurrences with the Levinson 
algorithm [22]. 
With (16) and the dual form of (19) we get the recursion (zk, w ~) -~ 
(zk+ 1 wk+ l) defined by 
zk+~ (0)  (0 )  Z-k ~Zk -- t-k-2 ( - -1 )  
= - x +i = - - 





W k+l  
T k 0) 
w k w k - -  t o 
;1) 
(28) 
These formulas define the classical Levinson algorithm. The scalar factors 
k w~ - t o = zo: - t o are computed recursively, which saves one inner product 
at every step (see e.g. [17]). Now we can apply the same idea developed in 
the previous section to the Levinson algorithm. But then the perturbation 
introduced in tk+ 1 also changes ,~+k and thus also ~k+r. Hence, as in the 
symmetric ase with a symmetric perturbation, we have to compute 1 k'~ -+I r "F +k + r 
additionally in order to recover the unperturbed w k + r, before we can use the 
recurrences (24), (25). Therefore, in the breakdown case it is always faster to 
apply the recurrence (15), (16) in the unperturbed variables x k and z k. To 
avoid the additional costs for (15), (16) compared with (27), (28) it is possible 
to save one inner product in (15) by considering (20), to get the equation 
k k 
Z 0 W 0 - -  1 
 k=w _t0 x° , (29) 
as long as x0 k is not too small. Hence, by using the recurrence (15), (16) with 
(29), only two inner products are needed for computing w0 k = r+ k Tx k and for 
Tk  T k 
_ z , and two snxPYs for updating (15) and (16). Thus, in this formulation 
the recurrence (15), (16) has the same complexity as the Levinson algorithm. 
In view of the above ideas we can formulate a general method for 
deriving stable algorithms: 
(a) Use one pair of recurrences for generating vectors, e.g. the Levinson 
(27), (28) in z k and w k, until a breakdown occurs; 
(b) perturb the new entry tk+ l so that the breakdown is cured; 
(c) switch to the recurrence (15), (16) in x k and zk; at every step 
compute via Gohberg-Semencul the matrix Gk+ r as described in (21), (23), 
and update its QR decomposition; 
(d) if G k + r is not ill conditioned, compute the unperturbed values of the 
originally used recurrences, e.g. z k+r and w k+r. 
The natural and fastest formulation of this method is in the recurrences (15), 
(16) in nonsingular steps and in the breakdown case, with (29) to save one 
inner product. In nonsingular steps (15), (16), and (28), take two inner 
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products and two SAXPYs. In the first breakdown step the additional costs are 
two scalar x vector products, and in every further breakdown step two inner 
products and two saxPrs for updating (24) and (25). But it is possible to reach 
a further eduction by considering the inner products in (24), (25). We have 
to evaluate, for example, 
(@k+j-1) Trek+j-1 {~.k+j l'~Tf 1 [ 0 ) 
= k + ] k+j - l tUr (1  : j  - 1) 
^k+j_l,r[ 0 ) 
= (w ) [u~( l : j -  1) " (30) 
Hence, we only need a short inner product of length j - 1, and the last 
components of the vector 
if2 = TZJ~ + ot(e o - ZJ£) 
with (9). Note that we have already computed T and a in the basic 
recurrence for ~ and £. Thus, the additional costs in the breakdown case are 
reclucd to two saxPys of length k +j .  This is the same complexity as in [19]. 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
We have presented ifferent Gohberg-Semencul-type formulas with spe- 
cial properties and different methods to compute them. For the nonsymmet- 
ric case it is possible to use the pairs (xb, za), 1-# ab (without further 
information on T,~ -1 the best choice is probably a = b = 0), and (w, z~) or 
(z, w~) for computing basis vectors which allow the representation f T,, ~ by 
all Gohberg-Semencul-type formulas. 
In the symmetric ase, a proper generating vector is given by z~ with e 
chosen in such a way that the symmetric extended Toeplitz matrix 
T,+ l(to . . . . .  t~, e) is nonsingular [20]. 
Furthermore we have derived fast algorithms for solving Toeplitz linear 
systems by a numerically stable generalization of the basic recurrences of 
Heinig and Rost [20] and the Levinson algorithm. In the case of a breakdown 
the Toeplitz matrix is perturbed by changing the entry t k. It is possible to 
recover the basic recurrence for the generating vectors of the original 
problem as soon as the related submatrix of T, is again nonsingular. In 
contrast o other stable fast (so-called lookahead) methods, the proposed 
algorithm introduces additional parameters tk at every breakdown step. 
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Hence this new method obviously leads to totally different algorithms de- 
pending on the choice of i' k. 
For symmetric T,, a similar idea appears in a recent paper by Concus and 
Saylor [9]. In the case of a breakdown in the Trench algorithm they introduce 
a perturbation i the original Toeplitz system and compute a representation 
for this slightly perturbed T, 1. Then they use this approximate inverse of 7,, 
as a preconditioner in an iterative scheme. But note that if T,, is well 
conditioned, then other preconditioned iterative methods will also converge 
very fast with fewer than O(n 2) operations; on the other hand, if T,, is ill 
conditioned, then the convergence of an iterative method can be very slow 
also for a preconditioner T,~ -1 with T,, = T,, (compare also [6] and related 
literature for iterative methods). 
While the algorithm presented here can be seen as a generalization of [20] 
to derive Gohberg-Semencul-type formulas, other fast lookahead algorithms 
compute direct or inverse block LDU decompositions [7, 11, 10]. Some 
methods are based on the connection between Toeplitz matrices and the 
Pad~ table [16]. The algorithm introduced in [17] also leads to a Gohberg-Se- 
mencul-type formula, but it has the disadvantage that the look~daead steps are 
terminated only when two successive leading principal submatrices are well 
conditioned--an assumption that we do not need in our method. Meanwhile, 
Gutknecht and Hochbruck have developed another lookahead algorithm 
based on the Pad6 table that also overcomes this difficulty [19]. The total 
costs in our method based on x and z with (15), (16), (29), and (21) to (26) 
are the same as in [19] and less than for any other such algorithm. 
We believe that it is possible to derive similar results also for generalized 
displacement operators and related representations of T,~ -1. 
This paper was. written while the author was visiting Stanford University. 
The hospitality of Professor Gene Golub is gratefully acknowledged. The 
author is also indebted to Roland Freund for many usefid hints' and diso~s- 
sions. 
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